
Form honing
�new�optimisation� �
potential�for�piston�engines�
The existing machining of internal combustion engines demands cylinder bores with high cylindricity and 

 surface quality. However, the machining macro shape is not preserved. In operational condition, complex 

 distortive mechanisms occur which deform the cylinder bore. Gehring Technologies has developed a honing 

process which does not aim at a cylindrical machined shape but which already takes machining deformation 

 into account in order to ensure cylindrical bore surfaces under certain operational conditions. 
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MotIvatIon

At present, the most important factor in 
the development of internal combustion 
engines for motor vehicles is the reduction 
of fuel consumption and emissions. The 
focus is currently on the CO2 value [g/km]. 
In order to meet these limits, the aim is to 
reduce friction inside the engine. Special 
potential is offered by the optimisation of 
the tribological system, consisting of the 
cylinder bore surface and piston rings.

The existing honing process generates 
cylinder bore surfaces with the smallest 
possible deviations of a few µm from the 
ideal cylindrical shape. However, the fired 
engine does have these high accuracies 
available, as various kinds of deformations 
influence the cylinder bore and therefore 
have an impact on the engine functions. 
Apart from the machining deviations, there 
can be deformations of the cylinder bore 
caused by assembly forces of the cylinder 
head and other components. Furthermore, 
there are additional thermal and dynamic 
deformations which can add up to approxi-
mately 40 to 70 µm of local form deviation, 
depending on the engine design. Due to 
the limited form filling capacity of the pis-
ton rings, only an incomplete geometrical 
approach to the cylinder bore deviation is 
possible. Thus, unfavourable influences 
caused by blow-by and oil consumption 
can affect the function of the engine.

In order to fulfil the related demand for 
functionally cylindrical bores, a machin-
ing process of distortion compensation 
has been developed. This means that dis-

tortion caused by the machining process, 
which deforms to a more or less cylindri-
cal bore, is preserved after the assembly 
at a certain operational temperature of the 
fired engine. ❶ shows the approach of 
cylindrical distortion compensation.

PrIncIPle of forM HonIng

In order to define the desired contour 
(nominal form) to be honed in order to 
compensate for the function-related cylin-
drical distortions, an experimental method 
is applied which is based on a fired engine 
block with a torque plate for honing [1]. 
Even if the temperature distribution does 
not correspond with the condition of a 
fired engine, the shape shows a smaller 
cylindrical distortion under functional con-
ditions, after dismantling of the torque 
plate and cooling down of the engine block, 
than after the conventional machining pro-
cess. A further method is the simulation 
calculation, which can consider the cold 
static, thermal and dynamic influences. 
The deformation form obtained is inverted 
by the form honing process, so that the de -
sired form can be generated by a contour 
with appropriate stock. The nominal form 
is defined by R/φ coordinates [2], which 
describe the free geometry to be honed 
sufficiently accurately by eight hori zontal 
cutting levels with 256 points each. The 
goal of form honing, ❷, is to generate this 
form by honing, with the result that any 
free geometry can be achieved up to har-
monic form parts of the eighth order. In 
addition to this highly resolved functional 
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nominal form, there is also a demand for 
a standardised roughness profile in all 
sections of the form honed bore [3]. All 
kinds of profiles are can be produced 
within the tolerances for all form-critical 
features, such as hollows, rises and pas-
sages of the free geometry. This applies 
both to conventional peak honing and to 
the complex profile definitions of pla-
teau honing. 

Process coMPonents

Implementing the form honing process, 
❸, requires a large number of innovations 
in order to control the working faces of 
the diamond stones.

The tool concept developed consists of 
four independently working honing 
stones. The timing of the radial expan-
sion, expansion force and expansion dis-
tance can be controlled with reference to 
the desired form. The working faces of 
the tooling  follow the desired nominal 
form by their kinematics and can cut 
any free geometry into the cylindrical 
bore. As the four honing stones can only 
have a limited length due to the short-
waved axial form characteristics, con-
stant contact of the tool working face at 
any bore position has be assured inde-
pendently of the local form structure 
during the complete honing process. 
This is a function of the process param-
eters and is dependent on the honing 
time, honing stone length, stroke speed, 
stroke acceleration, speed, the number 
of honing stones and the bore size. In 
order to meet the existing honing times 
of cylinder bores of passenger cars 
< 30 s, cutting speeds that ensure the 
self-sharpening effect of the metal-
bonded diamond stones are also needed. 
At a speed of 400 rpm, for example, with 
expansion frequencies of up to 32 Hz, 
form parts of the fifth order with a radial 
stock of 60 µm can be honed. Higher 

orders are also possible, as the ampli-
tudes are then generally at a lower level. 
These independent expansion character-
istics of the single cutting stones with 
regard to dynamics, force and distance 
are only pos sible by the use of efficient 
piezo-electrical regulators.

❹ shows the piezo-electrical expansion 
system with rapid expansion, piezo regu-

❷ objectives of form honing

❸ Form honing of R4 cylinder block ❹ Piezo-electrical expansion system
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lators and form honing tool. The rapid 
ex pansion activates the complete piezo 
expansion system, the expansion bars 
and the honing stones until contact of 
the working faces with the bore surface 
is achieved. Starting from this position, 
the piezo regulators are active and are 
expanded and locally differentiated 
according to the desired form. For the 
control of the honing stones regarding 
the desired form, the radial nominal val-
ues are stored in an expansion matrix, 
❺. For each form coordinate, there exists 
a defined voltage with which the piezo 
regulator is expanded at the desired local 
position. The voltage values are related 
with R/φ coordinates to the nominal 
form. However, they also consider the 
local transfer characteristics of the tool/
workpiece system. All honing stones of 
the form honing tool are fed independ-
ently of each other according to this 
expansion matrix and dependent on the 
actual bore surface position.

If, starting with a cylindrical form, the 
non-cylindrical free geometry is cut into 
the bore, the final roughness profile has 
to be prepared by an additional opera-
tion. For this purpose, a multi-part tool 
was developed. The single carriers of the 
tool have spring-mounted honing stone 
segments [4]. These segments also have 
a reduced length to enable them to fol-
low the local form structures. The spring 
rate of the elastic mounting is so low that 
there is a constant radial force on the 
segment shoes for general form struc-
tures during contact with the bore sur-
face. This smoothing operation can be 
performed with one operation for peak 
honing or with two operations for pla-
teau honing by means of a double-feed-
ing tooling, ❻. The smoothing operation 

can be carried out with diamond stones 
as well as with ceramic stones. 

The complete process sequence com-
prises the cylindrical roughing – depend-
ing on the degree of form characteristics 
– one or two form honing operations and 
a final smoothing operation. To control 
the machining process, post-gauging 
form measuring is necessary. To do this, 
a pneumatically activated measuring 
mandrel (Stotz principle) with a measur-
ing range of 150 µm, which measures the 
bore in 15 s and with a repeatability of 
≤ 2 µm, is used. This measuring proce-
dure is insensitive to vibra tions and dirt. 
It can be used in the working area next 
to the honing spindle. In this way, the 
bore shape and the diametric value, 
which is defined as the piston assembly 
size of the bore, can be determined. The 
diametric value and the desired form can 

be stabilised within the tolerances by 
feedback controls.

results

The new form honing process delivers 
reproducible free geometries within 
small limits which deviate by a maxi-
mum of ± 3 µm from the desired form, 
❼. This does not include are statistical 
tolerance limits. The complete stock 
removal of form honing based on the 
cylindrical rough honed bore is at least 
0.02 mm in diameter, plus a radial form 
depth depending on the form character-
istics. Toleration of the form is per-
formed by the arrangement of envelope 
curves at the desired tolerance distance 
the nominal stock. In addition, the 
amplitudes of the respective order are 
also to be tolerated. By subtracting the 

❺ actual form and 
 expansion matrix with 
nominal form

❻ smoothing honing tool 
with elastic-mounted honing 
segments
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actual form from the nominal form, the 
influences of higher orders as prejudicial 
factors to the function can be evaluated. 
The form honing machining times are 
approximately 50 s for commercial vehi-
cles and about < 30 s for passenger 
cars. The piezo-electrical expansion has 
proven to be a reliable and accurate 
technology.

In addition to the form, topographies 
with plateau structures on the complete 
form honed surface can also be reliably 
realised. ❽ shows such a plateau profile 
with measuring points on form rises 
(+15 µm) as well as on form hollows 
(-30 µm). The desired tolerances of the 
surface characteristic values Rpk, Rk and 
Rvk could be achieved in their entirety. 
Thus, the surface quality is comparable 
with conventional serial honing 
processes.

outlook

With the developed level of the form 
honing process, free geometries with 
more than 50 µm of local form deviation 
can also be generated. The surface qual-
ity and the cycle times correspond to the 
values of the conventional honing pro-
cess. Functional ad  vantages of the fired 
engine could be proved by oil consump-
tion and emissions. As it is a modifica-
tion of the complete tribological system, 
the piston ring package of the free geo-
metric surfaces are also to be adapted to 
the cylinder bore surfaces with regard to 
pressure force and geometrical shape. 
Form honing machining enables the sub-
stitution of the torque plate and offers 
not only functional advantages but also 
ma  chining advantages by cost reduction. 
The present tool life of the form honing 

stones is appropriate for small batches. 
However, there is potential for optimisa-
tion. Form honing is an innovative hon-
ing process that offers increased effi-
ciency and emission reduction for inter-
nal combustion engines. The results are 
preconditions for the series production of 
the cylinder blocks examined.
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Tyres, wheels, suspension –  
how comfortable are our cars?
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Chassis Handbook
Fundamentals, Driving Dynamics, Components, Mechatronics, Perspectives

2011. XXIV, 591 pp. with 970 fig. and 75 tab. (ATZ/MTZ-Fachbuch) hardc. EUR 69,95
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In spite of all the assistance offered by electronic control systems, the latest generation of 
passenger car chassis still relies on conventional chassis elements. With a view towards  
driving dynamics, this book examines these conventional elements and their interaction with 
mechatronic systems. First, it describes the fundamentals and design of the chassis and goes 
on to examine driving dynamics with a particularly practical focus. This is followed by a  
detailed description and explanation of the modern components. A separate section is  
devoted to the axles and processes for axle development. 
With its revised illustrations and several updates in the text and list of references, this new 
edition already includes a number of improvements over the first edition.

The contents
Introduction - Fundamentals - Driving Dynamics - Chassis Components - Axles in the Chassis 
-  Driving Comfort: Noise, Vibration, Harshness (NVH) - Chassis Development - Innovations in 
the Chassis - Future Aspects of Chassis Technology
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